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R Review

This is a review of the lessons we completed in Michaelmas Term. For more exercises, the Michaelmas Term
resources are still availale on the website and Github.

Basics

The key components of R basics we will be reviewing are how to get and change your working directory,
creating vectors, sequences, and data frames, and logical statements. These logical statements will allow us
to define our own functions.

getwd()

## [1] "/Users/majalie/Desktop/LSESU CODESOC"

setwd("/Users/majalie/Desktop/LSESU CODESOC")

Our working directory allows us to access files from our computer, like data sets. When you first set up R,
there may be a default directory already set up for you, so it may be more convenient for you to change this
to a different location.

To create a vector, we need to use the format c(e1, e2, . . . ). We can access elements of the vector through
indexing. In R, indexing starts at 1.

vector = c(6, 13, 21)
firstElement = vector[1]; firstElement

## [1] 6

secondAndThird = vector[-1]; secondAndThird # prints all elements except the first one

## [1] 13 21

In R, there are many different ways to create sequences.

1:6 # sequence from 1 to 6

## [1] 1 2 3 4 5 6

1:2:10 # sequence from 1 to 10 with step size 2

## Warning in 1:2:10: numerical expression has 2 elements: only the first used

## [1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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seq(from=1, to=10, by=3) # sequence from 1 to 10 with step size 3

## [1] 1 4 7 10

seq(from=1, by=2, length=3) # sequence of 3 numbers starting from 1 with step size 2

## [1] 1 3 5

We often use a data structure called a data frame in R. It looks like a table of data and is convenient for
analysis. We begin by creating vectors of data that have equal length. These will be the columns of our table.
To access columns in the data frame, we have two methods: (1) attach the data frame or (2) df$columnname.

weight = c(84.5, 72.6, 75.7, 94.8, 71.3, 82.3)
height = c(86.5, 71.8, 77.2, 84.9, 75.4, 81.9)

df = data.frame(weight, height) # creates a data frame with columns weight and height
View(df)

## Warning in system2("/usr/bin/otool", c("-L", shQuote(DSO)), stdout = TRUE):
## running command ''/usr/bin/otool' -L '/Library/Frameworks/R.framework/
## Resources/modules/R_de.so'' had status 1

Logic and Functions

Logical statements help us build new functions and sometimes can be used to filter and clean data. Here
are some logical operations:

x = 10; y = 15; z = 10
x == y

## [1] FALSE

x <= y

## [1] TRUE

x != z

## [1] FALSE

x == z & x != y # AND function

## [1] TRUE

x==z | x==y # OR function

## [1] TRUE

More complicated logical statements are if statements and while/for loops. An if statement checks if a given
condition is true or not, and depending on the truth value of some input will produce some output. Below
is an example:
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x = 4
if (x %% 2 == 0) {

print(paste(toString(x), "is even", sep = " "))
} else {

print(past(toString(x), "is odd", sep = " "))
}

## [1] "4 is even"

Loops are used to repeat an operation over multiple values of a variable. A for loop is used if we know how
many times, i.e. we know the sequence we want to iterate over.

for (i in seq(from=1, by = 2, length = 4)) print(paste(toString(i), "is odd", sep = " "))

## [1] "1 is odd"
## [1] "3 is odd"
## [1] "5 is odd"
## [1] "7 is odd"

A while loop is used when we want to repeat something over multiple variables as long as the variables
satisfy some condition. If they don’t satisfy the condition, the loop will stop.

i = 2
while (i < 10) {

print(i)
i = i + 1 }

## [1] 2
## [1] 3
## [1] 4
## [1] 5
## [1] 6
## [1] 7
## [1] 8
## [1] 9

Now we can use these logical statements to define a function.

fn = function(x) {
x = as.integer(readline(prompt = ""))
if (x %% 2 == 0) {

print(paste(toString(x), "is even", sep = ' '))
} else {

print(paste(toString(x), "is odd", sep = ' '))
}

}

Statistics Functions

We can calculate basic statistics of our data frame using R as shown below.
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summary(mtcars)

## mpg cyl disp hp
## Min. :10.40 Min. :4.000 Min. : 71.1 Min. : 52.0
## 1st Qu.:15.43 1st Qu.:4.000 1st Qu.:120.8 1st Qu.: 96.5
## Median :19.20 Median :6.000 Median :196.3 Median :123.0
## Mean :20.09 Mean :6.188 Mean :230.7 Mean :146.7
## 3rd Qu.:22.80 3rd Qu.:8.000 3rd Qu.:326.0 3rd Qu.:180.0
## Max. :33.90 Max. :8.000 Max. :472.0 Max. :335.0
## drat wt qsec vs
## Min. :2.760 Min. :1.513 Min. :14.50 Min. :0.0000
## 1st Qu.:3.080 1st Qu.:2.581 1st Qu.:16.89 1st Qu.:0.0000
## Median :3.695 Median :3.325 Median :17.71 Median :0.0000
## Mean :3.597 Mean :3.217 Mean :17.85 Mean :0.4375
## 3rd Qu.:3.920 3rd Qu.:3.610 3rd Qu.:18.90 3rd Qu.:1.0000
## Max. :4.930 Max. :5.424 Max. :22.90 Max. :1.0000
## am gear carb
## Min. :0.0000 Min. :3.000 Min. :1.000
## 1st Qu.:0.0000 1st Qu.:3.000 1st Qu.:2.000
## Median :0.0000 Median :4.000 Median :2.000
## Mean :0.4062 Mean :3.688 Mean :2.812
## 3rd Qu.:1.0000 3rd Qu.:4.000 3rd Qu.:4.000
## Max. :1.0000 Max. :5.000 Max. :8.000

mean(mtcars$mpg)

## [1] 20.09062

sd(mtcars$mpg)

## [1] 6.026948

To calculate probabilties, we use a function of the form pdistributionname. This function calculates the
probability P (X ≤ α).

pbinom(60, size = 85, prob = 0.6)

## [1] 0.9837345

pnorm(15, mean = 12, sd = 3)

## [1] 0.8413447

We can also sample from different distributions using a similar function of the form rdistributionname or
create sample vectors from a sequence of data using the sample function.

samp = rpois(n = 400, lambda = 2) # sample size 400
data = 1:25
sample(data, size = 5, replace = TRUE)

## [1] 21 4 16 3 23
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Plotting

plot(mtcars$mpg, mtcars$disp, pch = "+", col = "blue",
xlab = "MPG", ylab = "Tank Displacement",
main = "MPG vs. Tank Displacement")
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hist(mtcars$mpg, breaks = 10)

Histogram of mtcars$mpg
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Apply Family

The apply function family are a collection of functions that are used as alternatives to loops by applying an
operation to an iterative object, like a list.

The first argument of apply is the data structure you want to apply a function to, the second argument
describes how the function is applied (rows or columns), and the third argument regers to the function you
want to apply. Lapply, sapply, and mapply do similar things, but differ in their output. Lapply returns its
output in the form of a list. Sapply returns a vector, and mapply vectorizes arguments to a function that is
not normally accepting of a vector.

x = matrix(1:16, 4, 4); apply(x, 1, sum)

## [1] 28 32 36 40

# sum the values of each row
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